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Newest faculty
evaluation system
to aid in RTP
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Michael Gallagher, chief engineer, and Terry Lloyd, consulting engineer, discuss the station’s possible closure

SJSU fine arts are suffering
from cuts in IRA funding
by Sam Tuohey
It looks as if the arts are being
squeezed out of Sall.
Programs in the School of
Humanities and Arts have had a
hard time getting money, and some

faculty members feel those controlling the university’s funds are
"contemptuous" of the programs.
One professor said that the
university is forcing art programs to
go out to the community "with a tin

cup."
Some of the programs have lost
money because of enrollment drops.
But far worse, the Music, Theatre
Arts and Art departments lost a total
of $21,500 this year one-third of
their combined budgets
in Instructionally Related Activities
(IRA) funds.
More than 75 percent of the IRA
funds went to men’s and women’s
athletics this year.
Budget cuts and reduced funding for the arts mean:
Four programs in the Music
Department will have to survive
without money next semester.
Radio station ICSJS could go
off the air in February, 1981.
Theatre arts students will
stage six fewer drama productions
this year.
The television program cannot afford its traditional full-length
musical production this year.
The art galleries may close
their doors next semester.
The reduced IRA funds, coupled
with inflation, have caused different
problems for each of the programs.
These problems, the directors of the
programs feel, were not considered
by the committee which allocated
the IRA funds for this year.

The Music Department was
allocated $19,000 by IRA last year.
This year, it got $13,000. This cut will
be felt in the department’s collequim
(Renaissance music), gamelan
(Indonesian music, percussion and
new world music ensemble
programs. For now, these programs
will not be wiped out, according to
Music Chairman Robert Cowden,
but the number of courses and the
number of times they will be offered
might be cut back.
A more serious problem is that
with these cuts, the department may
lose its momentum, Cowden said.
"The faculty and students have
been doing extra work in addition to
regular class work," Cowden said.
As in other departments, the music
teachers conduct their classes, but
they also work hard holding
rehearsals and performances,
Cowden said.
Unrewarded work is hard to
continue, he added.
Even if the faculty and the
students in the department remain
motivated, Cowden said, the Music
Department cannot keep up the
quality of its programs if this funding continues.
-continued on page 3

by Jackie Rae
All faculty members at SJSU may be evaluated by
students under a uniform system that has been developed
after two years of planning.
The new evaluation, which could be used as a factor in
retention, tenure and promotion recommendations, will be
presented to the Academic Senate (Dec. 81.
The Student Evaluation Review Board (SERB), which
devised the new questionnaire, was appointed by the
Academic Senate in 1978 in response to a California State
University and Colleges System chancellor’s directive.
Directive S78-7 said that a university-wide student
evaluation instrument had to be developed within two years.
SERB was instructed to review the existing faculty rating
forms on campus. It was also expected to gather student input
on the selection of the items to be used in the final evaluation
form, according to Dr. Serena Wade, one of the five faculty
members appointed to SERB.
The board also consulted with the various departments
and schools on campus to determine what differences existed
in RTP criteria across disciplines.
Currently, several different evaluation forms are being
used in the various departments and schools on campus. The
two most widely used methods are the Plant/Sawrey and
Social Science computerized evaluations, Wade said.
The new questionnaire was tested in May, 1979 when it
was given to 775 students in 32 classes.
At that time, students were asked to comment on 30
sample items and make suggestions for additional items. Only
four students commented or offered suggestions, according to
a SERB report.
In December 1979, the SERB instrument was attached to
the Plant/Sawrey and Social Science evaluations and was
presented to 1,900 students in 65 classes, covering more than
20 departments.
According to the SERB report, "a clear separation of
’high’ and low’ instructors existed."
As a result of the testing feedback, the most "reliable and
relevant" items, totaling 16, are being recommended to the
Academic Senate.
Dr. Mara Southern, who worked up cost estimates for the
new evaluation program, said costs would vary "depending
upon what part of the clerical work the departments assume."
"I have no idea where the money is coming from,"
Southern said. "I just know it can’t be done without it."
In the past, student evaluation costs have been paid for
primarily by student fees. Southern said that "RTP ought to
bear more of the costs" in the future, since the evaluations
will be used to facilitate RTP recommendations.
Southern estimated that supplies for the new evaluation
system will cost approximately $2,700 per year.
In addition, the cost of developing the computer program
for the new sytem is estimated to run between $3,500 and
$4,500, according to Southern. This includes 400 hours of work
study money at $4 per hour.
An assistant professor’s temporary position, costing approximately $1,600, will also be needed to coordinate the
computer program.
If the new student evaluation program is approved by the
Academic Senate, a quarter-time position will also have to be
created to coordinate the overall program, Southern said.
Currently, approximately 61,000 student ratings of 1,200
instructors are processed through the Department of Testing
and Evaluation, Southern said.
If the new program goes into effect, Southern expects an
increase of as many as 10,000 more evaluations per semester.
This increase is expected, in part, in response to a proposed
post-tenure review policy, she said.
The SERB is comprised of five SJSU faculty members:
Dr. Curtis Stafford, professor of education who spent 10 years
in the Testing and Evalution Department; Dr. Mara Southern,
director or Testing and Evaluation; Dr. Serena Wade, Ph.D.
in mass communications; Dr. Ron McBeath, director of the
Instructional Resources Center; and Hooper Williams of
Engineering.

’Old’ equipment needs major overhaul
photo by Sal Bromberger

Track coach Ernie Bullard (left) looks over fire damage with pole
vaulter Felix Bohni.

Track equipment burns
in arsonist -caused fire
by Judy Larson
A fire in a south campus storage shed destroyed $15,000 worth of track
equipment Sunday afternoon. The fire was "definitely arson," according to
the San Jose Fire Department.
When the fire department arrived at the fire at 1:55 p.m., the shed was
engulfed in flames. It burned to the ground in 45 minutes.
Witnesses saw four juveniles running from the scene, but no suspects
have been apprehended, said Capt. Jerry Hubbard. public information officer for the fire department.
The fire investigators have not yet determined how the fire was started.
The shed contained a foam vaulting pit, worth $4,000, vaulting poles and
cross bars.
"We’re not covered by insurance because the shed was not attached to a
building," Track Coach Ernie Bullard said. "I knew there were some exclusions in the insurance policy but I didn’t know exactly what they were."
Bullard hopes to replace the equipment with donations from local
businesses. He is working with the athletic department to generate a
campaign aimed at getting community support.
He may be able to get some money from the athletic department, but the
department’s tight budget may make this impossible.
The fire especially affects SJSU vaulter Felix Bohni, who cannot
vaulter in
practice without a vaulting pit to land in. Bohni is a top collegiate
entering the season with a
the National Collegiate Athletic Association. He is
jump of 18 feet, 2 and one-half inches, the SJSU school record.
Bohni, a 22-year -old student from Switzerland. said there is "no way he
can enter the season without practicing."
Located near the track at 10th and Alma streets, the shed housedt the
equipment for the past 13 to 14 years, Bullard said.

Weight training room closed to public
by Mary Apanasewicz
Without warning, the weight
room in the Men’s Gym was closed
to the general student body last
week and will probably remain
closed for the rest of the semester.
The room was closed for "noninstructional use only" because the
machinery is in bad condition and
needs repairs, said Mary Bowman of
the Human Performance Department.
Bowman said continual,
unrestricted use of the equipment by
students could cause further
deterioration of the machinery.
"We are keeping the use of the
equipment at a minimum and under
the supervision of an instructor,"
Bowman said.
Bowman heads the committee of
representatives from the Human
Performance Department and

men’s and women’s athletics that
decided to close the weight room.
."Weight training classes and
athletes can still use the equipment,
but the students who work out on
their own can’t," said graduate
student Eric Levine. "It’s not really
fair because a lot of students who
use the facility can’t afford to join a
spa in order to keep up their
program."
Levine is one of the 450 to 500
students who use the weight room
equipment regularly on an individual basis.
The weight room used to be open
from 2:30 to 5 o’clock in the afternoons and three nights a week
from 7 to 10 o’clock for general use.
"It shocked a lot of people when
they closed down the weight room,"
said Mike Bryant, president of the
SJSU fitness club.
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The winningest
coach at SJSU

Bryant said he has talked with
Bowman and is trying to get the
room opened again but "It will be
close to a miracle to get it open
before the semester ends."
The main problem is obtaining
the funds to make the repairs on the
equipment.
None of the departments has the
money in budgets to repair the
equipment, according to Men’s
Athletic Director Dave Adams.
All the equipment is "really old"
and Ills getting to the point "where
it’s not really safe," said Pat Finch.
Finch is the technician in charge of
day-to-day maintenance for the
weight equipment.
"The department has never had
the money in the budget to keep the
machinery in perfect shape," Finch
said.
The two Universal machines

were purchased in 1967-68 and were
worn out about two or three years
ago, according to Finch.
New Nautilist machines were
bought around that time, but rather
than junk the Universals the
department made some repairs and
kept them, he said.
"We spend about $300 to $400 a
year just to repair worn Wiles,
cables and things," Finch said.
According to the technician, it
will cost approximately $2,200 to
repair the old equipment with new
parts and about $10,000 to replace it
with new equipment.
"Actually, the whole room needs
repairs," Finch said. "The
Nautilists and some 10 to 15 benches
need to be reupholstered. The carpet
is worn out and the place could use
some paint.
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Editorial
Keep public meetings open
It disturbs us that a Student Union committee made
its meeting "off the record" to a Spartan Daily reporter
last week and then tried to use the reporter for its own
benefit.
It should disturb our readers, too.
The Student Union Board of Governor’s coffee house
committee apparently felt its business was too controversial to be put in print.
Public officials don’t have the right to disclose only
what they think people ought to know.
The reporter had been invited several times by
committee Chairman Bill Santi to the meeting. The
committee planned to develop tactics against SJSU
President Gail Fullerton’s decision to destroy Building D
rather than convert it into a coffee house.
Santi, apparently pressured by committee members
unhappy with previous coverage of the coffee house
issue, informed the reporter at the beginning of the
meeting that she’d be told when something said was
meant for print.
When the reporter asked if this week’s SUBOG
meeting would be open, Chairwoman Peggy Collins
replied, "Unless we kick you out."
Collins later said her comment was made in jest, but
we didn’t take it that way.
More disturbing, the committee implied that it
wanted the reporter to stay at the meeting and reveal
what her other sources had said about the coffee house
issue.
Santi rejected the idea that the committee was using
the reporter, but did say she had "sources of information
that! appreciated."
Monday, Santi invited the reporter to become a
member of the committee and said he saw no conflict-ofinterest in such an action.
The committee had told the reporter it wanted
newspaper articles to subtly inform Fullerton what it
wanted to do with Building D. But it didn’t want it to look
like a "fight with Fullerton" was taking place.
It was wrong for the committee to assume the Daily
would give it any or all of the positive coverage it wanted.
That’s not a newspaper’s function, and we’d just as soon
not cover the committee’s meetings at all rather than
report under those conditions.
SUBOG Chairwoman Collins said the committee was
"confused" as to whether a sub-committee meeting was
legally required to be public just as any student government meeting is.
California’s Brown Act, the open meeting law, explicitly states that meetings of public officials including
student body organizations may be closed only if they
involve personnel matters or pending lawsuits.
We fail to see the "confusion" here.
This editorial passed on a 14-0 vote of the editorial
board.

Effective communication deteriorating;
poor relationships, isolation to follow
by Mary Apanasewiez
Staff Writer

communication
Ineffective
probably began when Adam told
Eve to pick some fruit for lunch.
"Did he say nothing except apples?
Or everything except apples?"
Though the anecdote may be
slightly exaggerated, the point is
several thousands of years later,
ineffective communication remains
a crucial problem to humanity.
It is crucial because faulty
communication can chill relationships that were once warm and
intimate, close inquisitive and open
minds, defeat the purpose for sincere and honest conversation, and
isolate and ostrasize individuals.
Remember what happened to
Adam and Eve.)
Technology, the media and
personal idiosyncrasies combined
with the fast-paced, mobile
American society are a few of the
causes of poor communication
between human beings.
In today’s electronic age of
advanced
and
computers
technology, the need for individuals
to communicate is less of a necessity
than it was 10 or 15 years ago and
Than it will be in the future.

Staff Writer

Have you ever made out your class schedule for the
semester and found out after the classes started that you
shouldn’t have taken the classes you chose, together?
You found out too late that the class work you have to
do for each class is entirely too much to handle.
Students and their advisers should get together to
make sure this type of problem does not occur.
This problem could be a very serious matter. All the
pressure that a student receives from instructors to get
assignments done and handed in on time could cause a
student to have health problems, mentally and physically.
If the student lives away from his parents, it could be
even more serious. The student not only has to worry
about the problems he must encounter at his place of
residence when the unexpected happens, but also the
problems of keeping up with class assignments.
The student’s grades will also suffer. If the student is
really having trouble finding the time to do the reading
assignments, class assignments, and studying for exams

numerable, and often trivial
reasons. Communication becomes a
flashing strobe of distortion and
incomplete pictures.

Listening is probably the most
important aspect of communication
between individuals. Without it
there cannot be true corn -

’People ... will retreat into their individual hypnotic states and
conversation will be hushed when the television is turned on.’
or understanding the other’s
message.
It may be that one of the persons
involved doesn’t like the speaker’s
intonation or is peroccupied with
his/her accent and the meaning of
the words are lost.
People turn their minds on and
off like a light switch for in-

The "hurry -up, on-the-go" attitude of contemporary society is
also a detriment to healthy and
effective communication.
People are so concerned with
getting where they want to go, or
saying what they want to say, that
no one has time to really listen and
understand anyone else.

WkAAT

munication, only hollow, lonely
echoes.
Human beings must learn to
listen and resist the temptation to
give into things that deteriorate
interpersonal conversation, before
all hope for effective communication, like Adam’s and Eve’s
paradise, is lost.
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Computers can converse in
written code, written language and a
few are equipped with a human-like
voice that answers and questions the
person pushing the buttons. There is
even a watch on the market that
sings "Happy Birthday."
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Communication becomes a
series of punch cards and magnetic
tapes without personality a piece
of metal that can isolate a person in
a world of specialized and impersonal jargon.
People who once socialized will
retreat into their individual, hypnotic states and conversation will be
hushed when the television is turned
on.
Families no longer sit at the
dinner table sharing the day’s experiences. Instead they sit, eat and
sleep in front of the TV set, oblivious
’ to the fact that their ability to effectively communicate with each
other has vanished with the
medium’s test pattern.
The fact that individuals may be
talking to each other does not

Students -- consult advisers
by Greg Miles

guarantee effective communication.
Sometimes communication may be
totally lacking in a conversation
because neither persons is receiving

in each class, his grades tor the semester and his grade
point average could make a great drop.
This fact could also cause problems. If the student’s
GPA drops too low, he could be put on academic
probation. And, if the student plans to go on to law or
medical school, he must keep his grades up as high as
possible.
When the student sends his transcript in to be considered by the school, and it is found out that the student
has a few bad grades, the student will not be accepted into
the school, unless the school offers a special entrance
program for such students.
It may not be because the student is not capable of
getting better grades. It could be, and is in most cases,
that the student has taken certain classes together that
shouldn’t be taken simultaneously, and had to fight to
keep his grades up because he couldn’t find the time to
properly prepare himself for the exams.
It should be made a policy, for all students to discuss
with their advisers the classes they should take, and the
classes that shouldn’t be taken with certain other classes
because of time problems.

letters
TV adds to
voter apathy
Editor:
The election year is over and
people are claiming a land-slide
victory for Ronald Reagan and that
the country is making a big turn to
the right. As for a land-slide victory,
just remember that 75 percent of the
people eligible to vote did not vote
for Ronald Reagan. If that is a landslide, I would hate to see a loss.
People are asking why no one is
interested in voting. If you want to
know why, just flick on the T.V. at
night. Because T.V. entertains, we
are slow to realize the power it
exerts on our lives. Far too many
people allow T.V. to dominate their
ideas, shape their judgments, influence their actions and blunt their
moral perceptions.
Their ideals, their expectations,
their desires, their tastes and their
behavior are all determined by their
T.V. sets. What a powerful force for
good the T.V. could be. Maybe we
should have put nominations for who
shot J.R. on the ballot. That was
easily talked about as much as who
would lead the world for 4 years.
Tony Robinson
Administration of Justice
senior

America faces
’race war’
Editor:
I sincerely hope to help you
people recognize a very severe
problem in America. America’s
major sin, slavery, has never been
resolved. If it is not resolved soon
( next few years) there will be a race
war which might even dwarf the
Civil War.
The KKK is busy preparing for a
coming race war, and there are
several black racist organizations
also growing. Racism is racism no
matter which color of the spectrum
one represents.
We immediately speak out
against the KKK, in an effort to drug
our guilty consciences. Yet this
doesn’t solve the problem, nor does
it even begin to grasp the situation.
There are other organizations,
such as the AAPRP, which are
equally as racist, even though their
teeth have not yet grown. The A.S.
has contributed $3100 to them ( indirectly ) and no one says a word.
Racism is an extremely deepseated problem. It won’t be solved
by just accusing the KKK, or
singling out the AAPRP. They are
flip sides of the same coin.
Please realize that apathy

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to the
Spartan Daily office ( JC 208) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or
by mail to the Opinion Page, do the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Opinion Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article ac( ordingly.

and/or tunnel vision at this crucial
hour will destroy us. Yet there is still
time. God has provided a solution
and is waiting for us to find it and act
on it. Wake up and look for it. It
might be where you expect it least.
Jim Fredrickson
Political Science
sophomore
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Quality down in poorly -funded arts programs
-continued from front page
An opera score which cost $7.50
a few years ago now costs $20 to $30,
Cowden said. The opera program
can’t get by without dozens of scores
a year.
Of the 160 pianos the Music
Department owns, 130 need to be
replaced, he said. At $5,000 apiece,
that would come to approximately
$600,000.
But Cowden said he did not ask
for that kind of money from the IRA
committee, just enough to maintain
"quality" in the department.
SJSU radio station KSJS took a
$3,500 cut in IRA funds this year
from $8,500 to $5,000, an amount "10
years behind the times," Director
Alex MacKenzie said.
KSJS also received another
15,000 from the Theatre Arts
Department, MacKenzie said, but
most of that is gone.
"We spent $2,000 just to get
legal," MacKenzie said, referring to
recent equipment repairs the station
had to make so it would be up to
Federal Communications Commission’s standards.
The station’s studio is closed and
probably will be for the rest of the
semester, according to KSJS
general manager Chet Davis. The
station is operating out of a smaller
studio which is used to train discjockeys and which is used by radio
classes.
Because of the arrangement,
KSJS is off the air some 11 hours
each week when the classes meet in
the studio.
To get the studio back into good
shape would cost more than $10,000,
according to chief engineer Michael
Gallagher.
Had previous funding "not been
so meager," the studio wouldn’t be
in such bad condition, according to
Theatre Arts Professor Clarence
Flick.
If no more money is given to
KSJS, the program will continue
until "all the money is spent and the
last needle is broken," MacKenzie
said. That could be as soon as
February 1981, he added.
Students in the program will try
to raise money from local businesses
next semester, he said.
Even though KSJS is an
educational station and therefore
cannot legally have advertising,
businesses can sponsor programs.
MacKenzie said he would rather
have the university fund the station
than go out to the local businesses.
"We’re part of the academic
community and shouldn’t have to
put out a tin cup," he said.

The $7,000 Drama program
received from IRA isn’t enough to
fund two good-sized productions,
according to Theatre Arts Chairman
Hal Todd. A realistic budget is $4,000
for a large show, he said. Much of
the investment, if not all, is made
back in box office recipts.
The smaller the allocation for
drama, the fewer the shows, Todd
said. Last year, 13 shows were
produced. This year, the program
can support only seven.
The television productions
program was allocated $2,000 this
year, $1,000 less than last year.
Because of the cut in the budget,
Flick, director of the program,
cancelled the production of "Mrs.
Winchester’s Mystery House,"
which was to be a musical for TV.
After replacing some televison
studio equipement for classes in the
program, only $900 was left. The
scenery, costumes and videotape
would have cost $2,000, which is
"peanuts," Flick said.
The $900 will go toward completing the movie, "Run From the
Buildings," which students in
theatre arts have been working on
for several months.
Last year, the Art Galleries
Program received $8,000 in IRA
funds. This year it got $2,000, a 75
percent loss.
"The quality of the gallery
shows will decrease," Michael
Crane, director of the program,
said. The galleries may not be open
next semester if things do not get
better, he added.
The budget is not big enough to
cover the cost of advertising the
shows in the newspapers, Crane
said.
There are eight galleries in the
program; guest artists come from
all over the country to show their
works, Crane said.
"The galleries have a good
reputation," he said.
The program is an educational
resource for the whole university,
Crane said. Artists, periodically,
lecture on types of art which have
relationships with other art forms
such as creative writing and music.
About 15,000 people look at the
shows each year, Crane said. But as
of now, he has cancelled all shows
for next semester because he does
not have the money to make commitments.
The decision the IRA committee
made to give athletics the vast
majority of its funds clearly has
affected a number of programs in a
number of ways.
And while several of the

’We shouldn’t have to
put out a tin cup.’
Alex MacKenzie
directors of the slighted programs
said they hope the IRA committee
simply did not realize what the
consequences of its action would be,
the fear that the university has set
athletics as its priority nags at them.
"If athletics is the priority here,
why don’t they say so?" Music
Chairman Cowden said. "I wouldn’t
like it, but at least I’d understand
what I’m dealing with."
’’We in the theatre arts r feel
there is a contempt of our areas on
the part of those who allocate the
funds," Flick said.
In the library, the proportion of
fine arts books to other books has
been going down steadily for the last
10 years. Art’s competition there is
the rapid rise of students in the
"practical" departments such as
business and science, according to
Librarian Rosemary Thorne.
"Fine arts are considered expendable when there is a conflict
between sciences and aesthetics,"
Music Librarian Barbara Dalkey
said.
Enrollments in the Theatre
Arts, Art and Music departments
may not be climbing as enrollments
in the School of Business, but this is
temporary, according to Robert

’The art galleries may
have to close their
doors.’
Michael Crane

Jenkins, associate dean of the School
of Humanities and Arts.
"San Jose is a frontier for the
arts," he said. "In a few years,
artists will be going crazy here."

Jenkins said that if it weren’t for
the cost of living and housing in the
area, it would have already happened.
Music Chairman Cowden agrees
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United States plus Puerto
Rico and the Virgin
Islands.
Streater explained the
Peace Corps is an international
volunteer
agency with offices in more
than 60 countries.
"Peace Corps has been
in existence for 20 years,"
she said. "It was started by
the late President Kennedy. Five years later the
domestic service program
VISTA merged with the
Peace Corps. Both are now
under the
umbrella
organization called ACTION."
Streater said VISTA
actively recruits college
graduates with either a
B.A. or B.S. degree. In
addition, VISTA recruits
persons with a community
service background on a
iolunteer or paid basis.
"Most of the time, the
Peace Corps recruits
people with B.S. and B.A.
degrees," she said. "The
exceptions to this would be
a person with a farm
background. Persons most
often requested are those
with skills in the field of

agriculture."
According to Targe
Lindsay, recruiter for
Peace Corps and VISTA,
the agencies have a new
recruiting system that
enables them to place
volunteers up to 12 months
in advance.
"With VISTA the new
recruiting system takes
about six months in advance," he said. "With the
Peace Corps the new
system can place volunteers up to 12 months in
advance."
Lindsay said for liberal
arts majors the agencies
have two programs. They
include teaching English as
a
foreign
language
TOEFL ) and community
services programs that
include developing rural
health clinics and teaching
life-saving techniques.
Benefits for VISTA

include $75 per month set
aside for 12 months for a
total of $900, Lindsay said.
For Peace Corps, benefits
include $125 per month for
24 months which totals to
$3,000. Benefits also include all medical, dental
and transportation costs.
A film on Peace Corps

with Jenkins’ prediction.
"It has to happen," he said, "but
it would be unfortunate if San Jose
becomes a cultural center with the
university left in the dust."

Students urged to kick habit

Smokeout aims at women
Women smokers are
the chief target of the
Great American Smokeout
Faire, to be held tomorrow.
The event is sponsored
by the American Cancer
Society.
The objective of the
event is to entice smokers
to give up cigarettes for
one day.
SJSU Presideht Gail
Fullerton will serve as
chairwoman of the 1980
Smokeout for the Santa
Clara Valley.
On-campus highlight of
this year’s smokeout will
be "The Great American

Smokeout Faire" in the Art
Quad in front of the Student
Union.
According to Karen
McVey,
student
representative for the
American Cancer Society,
the Faire will include such
exhibits as a smoking robot
to illustrate the hazards of
cigarettes.
Pledge cards are
available in the Student
Union for persons willing to
give up smoking during the
Smokeout.
Women smokers, in
particular, are requested
to give up cigarettes.

Volunteer groups seek college graduates
by John Minnis
SJSU students who
want to serve in the Peace
Corps or VISTA will have
an opportunity to learn
about the agencies today.
According to a Peace
Corps representative
Elezora Streater, VISTA
Volunteers in Service to
America is a domestic
one-year program in the

’If athletics is
the priority here,
I wish they’d say so.’
Robert Cowden

and VISTA will be shown
Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in
Business Tower, room 51,
Streater said.
Students can sign up
for interview appointments
and get applications at the
Career Planning and
Placement Office.
VISTA and Peace

Corps representatives will
be on campus November
19-21 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

American Cancer Society
statistics show that more

Rabbi Abraham Cooper
from Yeshiva University
will speak on:

"The Case of Raoul Wallenberg"
Wednesday, November 19th
1:30 - 2:30
Almaden Room/Student Union

FREE
Raoul Wallenberg, a Swedish citizen and Christian, assisted in shettering many Jews and
helping them escape during the Holocaust. He
has not been heard of since his 1945 working
visit to Russia. Is he still alive? And if so, can
we get him out of Russia?
Co-sponsored by Associated Students
and HleI

’ -410-41Y-41.-la-0-11.-11r--)-41t-41-410.--e-41-41F-41F"

IS YOUR LIFE WORTH $25?
MACE TRAINING
Be fully licensed to carry tear gas
for self protection.
Class, Mon.. Nov. 24th, 7. 30-9: 30 P.m
Holiday Inn, Board Room
282 Almaden Blvd. (at San Carlos)
S25.00 per person. Pay at the door

Professional Regional Training
Tear Gas included

1415) 680 1363
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young women and teens
are smokers than men.
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Student plans spiritual music ’extravaganza’

That old gospel sound may come to SJSU
by Sonia Armstrong
As a child of seven, he
played in a black gospel
group called The Soloman
Brothers." His family and
relatives considered him
overly ambitious.
Now, a senior at SJSU,
Byron Berhel plans to
commit himself to creating
the first heart-warming
Gospel Extravanganza
program, free of charge
that SJSU has ever had.
Berhel, a recreation
major and a product of a
very religious family, said
he has always felt impelled
"to expose all nationalities
and religions to gospel
music." He added that he
has "always had the
notion" in his mind to
direct a gospel program.
"Even as a child, I
wanted to see a lot of gospel
programs being exposed,"
he said. "Because I was
active in church, and
sometimes sung in choir,
the thought of directing or
performing
a
gospel
program has always been
on my mind.
"I have an opportunity

to do this now."
Berhel, a Recreational
and Urban Planning minor
said :
"I felt it was really a
shame that San Jose State
has been here since 1857,
and in all that time there

Untied. "Because there are
many people who have not
experienced a gospel extravaganza, I am appealing to them to attend."
The Gospel Extravaganza. which Berhel
promises to be "one of the

’I have always wanted to do
something positive while at
SJSU. This is my chance.’
has never been a black
gospel program of the
magnitude I plan to have,"
Berhel said.
"Since I have always
wanted to do something
positive and constructive
while at San Jose State, I
believe this will be my
chance."
Berhel hopes to see all
nationalities and groups at
the gospel event. He said he
is "not opting for one
particular race or color.
appealing
"I
am
specifically to people who
to
exposed
have not been
black gospel," he con -

most extraordinary events
SJSU has ever had," will
host a total of 18 soloists,
groups and gospel choirs.
The presentation is tentatively scheduled for Dec.
5 and 6.
The entertainers invited hail from as far north
as Sacramento as well as
from the Santa Clara
Valley. One choir, which
Berhel hopes will attend, is
the 1979 Grammy awardwinning "New Generation
Choir."
The Gospel Extravaganza will be held in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Biofeedback to soothe
a stress-ridden SJSU
by Jo Arm Souza
Biofeedback may be used next semester in conjunction with other relaxation
techniques to help students reduce stress-related problems, according to SJSU counselor
Kent McLaughlin.
Biofeedback is a "new avenue" in dealing with stress reduction. There is quite a bit
of evidence that it helps reduce these problems, he said.
McLaughlin said there is a student population whose needs are not being met with
the current methods available.
Biofeedback is a technique used to help a person control his internal functions by
using electrodes hooked up to the body to measure them.
McLaughlin said stress-related problems such as migraine and stress headaches
and in some instances, high blood pressure, can be reduced with biofeedback.
If they learn how they respond under stress and how they can relax, they can do
something to alleviate it, the counselor said.
One of tbe causes of migraine headaches is the decreased flow of blood to the extremities. This results in pressure building up in the cranium, McLaughlin said.
In biofeedback, electrodes are attached to the fingertips to help a person increase
blood flow in his hands and to reduce the pressure in his head.
People have some control over their autonomic system to increase blood flow in their
body that wasn’t recognized before, he said.
Responses are measured by a needle on a dial or by a tone, the counselor said.
The tone increases of decreases depending if the person is tense or relaxed. This
helps a person become aware of his muscle tension, he said.
In dealing with stress headaches, muscle biofeedback is used. Electrodes are attached to the forehead to monitor the electrical activity of the muscles. An increase in
this activity means there is stress, he said.
By learning to use biofeedback a person can sensitize himself to stress and alleviate
it on the spot, McLaughlin said.
In the next two to three months, McLaughlin will receive intensive training on
biofeedback technique.
When he completes his training he will consult with Health Services Director Dr.
Raymond Miller to coordinate the service.
Health Services will act as a referral to Counseling Services, McLaughlin said. He
also plans to consult with physicians to determine if biofeedback is the only method
possible to help a student.
Biofeedback is one of the newer modes of reducing stress that needs to be looked at
and utilized, Dr. Miller said.
Anything that can be used to treat health problems besides giving medicine is a plus,
he added.
McLaughlin hopes to get funding from Counseling Services, the Dean of Student
Services Office and Health Services to help cover training fees. He said he might purchase the equipment himself if he cannot obtain funds through the school.
Once the program gets off the ground, McLaughlin said he would like to have
professionals from Health Services and Counseling Services work with him.

Although the auditorium
seats only 1,061, Berhel in
anticipating a bigger
turnout.
the
expect
"I
auditorium to be packed to
capacity," he said. "I hope
to see so many people
attending that I will unfortunately have to turn
some away."
Although Berhel has
been successful in reserving the auditorium and
contacting various choirs,
he is having trouble
financing the free event.
More manpower and
funds are needed in order
to "get this event off the
ground," he said.
"The response was
surprisingly low at first
when I inquired to certain
groups for money. It has
risen though," he said.
"Some people question
why I did not direct the
gospel program to moneymaking means," Berhel
continued. "I did not want
it to be one of that sort
because I am primarily
doing it for students, not for
myself.
"People should not
have to pay to experience
and to hear the word of God
in a musical form."
Though Berhel has
received help from a
committee of students and
from numerous black
organizations on campus,
he "would like manpower,
if not money."
While Berhel’s undertakings have taken his
time away from school and
work, his ambition has paid
off. Associated Students
agreed to allocate $978 to
help fund Berhel’s event.
lie also received $600 from
the A.S. Programs board.
Combined, Berhel’s
financial assistance comes
to $1,578, most of which will
go to renting of the
auditorium, paying for
security personel, audio
I aids upplying the groups
with travel expenses.
Berhel also said he
didn’t want to charge
admission to the event
because it would be
available to more students

photo try Royer VVorr

Byron Berhel, a recreation senior, plans to fill the empty Morris Dailey Auditorium during his Gosepl
Extravaganza scheduled for Dec. Sand 6. The auditorium’s capacity is 1,061 but Berhel hopes that
the event will be successful enough to attract even more students and interested people. The even is
the first of its ind at SJSU and students will see 18 different gospel groups, soloists and choirs.
if it were free. "And
besides." Berhel said, "the
groups are non-profit and
they won’t be getting
anything for doing this."
Planning the extravaganza taxed much of
his time, Berhel said. Since
it is close to finals, he is not
planning another event of
this sort for awhile.
"If! had to do it again,
I would probably charge a
small fee, because it is so
time consuming and a lot of

hard work. I enjoy planning it but because I am a
full-time student I can’t
afford to fail in school."
According to Berhel.
the
SJSU
has all
ingredients to form a
gospel
music
successful
presentation.

SEPARATED FROM GOD?
AFRAID OF DEATH?
DEFEATED?
Jesus Christ died
to release you
from such snares!

"With a touch of piano,
and a spoonful of groups
and choirs," Berhel said,
he plans to give SJSU a
healthy taste of gospel.
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Menendez winningest coach in SJSU history

Soccer coach still learning after 50 years
by Joe Aseo
Julius Menendez is no
stranger to soccer.
His 27-year tenure as
head coach of the Spartan
soccer team includes a
career record of 226-108-26,
unequalled by any other
head coach at SJSU, and
second only to University
of San Francisco’s Steve
Negoesco as the winningest
coach on the West Coast.
He has led the Spartans
through 10 NCAA playoff
campaigns,
including
seven straight appearances between 1966
and 1972.
Twenty players under
his tutelage have won AllAmerica honors, and 14
have found a place in the
North American Soccer
League or the rival Major
Indoor Soccer League. The
58-year-old Menendez has
served as assistant coach
tothe 1971 Pan American
Games team and 1972
Olympic team, and head
coach to the 1976 Olympic
team.
"Yet, after 50 years of
being involved in soccer,"
Menendez said with a sigh,
"I’m just beginning to
understand it."
Involvement in soccer
came at an early age to
Menendez as he grew up in
East St. Louis, Mo. He
called the entire St. Louis
area a "hotbed for soccer."

"Catholic
priests
brought it 60 or 70 years
ago, and introduced it into
parochial
schools,"
Menendez said. "It became
so popular, the parents put
pressure on the public
schools to play soccer."
The result is that St.
Louis players are sought by
such schools as 10-time
NCAA champion St. Louis
University, according to
Menendez.
"Soccer is a game the
little guy can play,"
Menendez said. "Everyone
is the same size on the
ground."
Menendez explained
that the average size
athlete is the exception in
popular American sport as
football or baseball, but the
same athlete can compete
in soccer.
"An insurance company
estimates the
average American male at
5-9 and 165 pounds,"
Menendez said. "Pele, the
greatest soccer player
ever, was 5-8 and 160
pounds."
When
Menendez
arrived at SJSU to get his
bachelor’s degree, he found
no soccer team fielded, and
played for the Mercury
athletic club team in San
Francisco.
Menendez returned to
SJSU in 1954 to rebuild a
soccer program that hasn’t

existed for 11 years. He
drew heavily from the
Sunday Leagues that
thrived in the Peninsula
and in San Francisco.
Colin Lindores, now
head soccer coach at
Hayward State, noted in
those early years that "The
skilled at the time."

photo by Glenn Matsumura
SJSU soccer coach Julie Menendez
accents was on foreign
players."
"Coach Julie didn’t
actively recruit foreign
players," Lindores said.
"It was just that most of
the good players were
foreign. The American
players just weren’t that

Dave Meltzer, Sports Editor
from a different part of the
Bay Area.
The only solution that
comes to mind is to develop
a "tradition" atmosphere.
Cal, in the midst of a
disastrous season, is still
drawing over 30,000 fans
per game probably solely
on that tradition.
There’s no joy in
museledom: When Arnold
Schwarzeneggar won the
Mr. Olympia crown last
month in Australia, coming
back from a five-year long
retirement, it shocked the
bodybuilding world.
But as the word
traveled to the United
States, immediately the
stories came that Schwarzeneggar won on name
alone.
This is not the first
time cries of this nature
have been heard, because
in any sport where judging
is involved, you’ll always
hear cries of favoritism.
In boxing, many of
Muhammad Al’s close
victories were immediately followed by
charges that maybe the
judges were scoring on
reputation. This past year
the U.S. Olympic judges in
gymnastics and figure
skating were under fire
when some surprisingly
high marks were given to
Kurt Thomas and Linda
Fratienne.
But seldom do the
competitors who believed
they were given the shaft
really mount a meaningful
protest.
Two weeks back.
Schwarzeneggar put on the
Professional Mr. Universe
show in Columbus, Ohio,
offering well over $50,000 in
total prize money. But all
of bodybuilding’s leading
names, its Boyer Coe’s, its
Frank Zane’s, its Chris
Dickorson’s, and on down
the line weren’t there. The
professionals staged a
boycott, hoping that maybe
it’ll influence the judges to
judge on what they see, and
not on reputation.
It’s a whole new ball
game: If the Los Angeles
Aztecs are your average
NAST indoor team, then
be it
for a banner season indoors
this winter.
Earthquakes
The
pretty well controlled play
in Friday night’s season

program you have to have
"I think the problem is
foreign players."
that soccer is still perNo. 1 ranked USF has ceived as a foreign game
only eight American played by foreigners,"
players listed on its Menendez said, "instead of
rosters. Menendez noted an international game
that such top-ranked played by Americans."
colleges as Alabama A & M
Menendez said that
and Clemson have half of
professional soccer is
national team.
suffering
the
same
malaise.
"In
the
North
American Soccer League,
there is a rule that says
that you have to have a
least three American
players on the roster,"
Menendez said. "The rule
should be that you can’t
have any more than three
foreign players. Americans
are just as capable of
playing an interesting
game and it will help
develop the caliber of our
players."

Pulling No Punches
A big disappointment:
It’s hard to say what went
wrong, but the crowd at
Saturday night’s SJSUFullerton State game has
to rank as another
disappointment for those in
charge of filling Spartan
Stadium with fans.
The chance to see
Gerald Willhite make
Spartan and national
football history, a two-forone ticket offer, and a
chance to see the team in
its first home contest since
it’s stunning upset of 10th
ranked Baylor all added up
to less than 10,000 fans in
attendance.
Unfortunately, there
are no easy solutions to this
problem.
Some of the common
solutions include bringing
higher class competition to
the stadium. Admittedly
Fullerton State may not be
the world’s best draw, but
in reality it’s the support
for the home team, not the
quality of opponent that
makes or breaks most
sports teams.
And there are few
teams with any legitimate
drawing power which
would come to Spartan
Stadium, to go on the road
when there may not even
be 10,000 fans in attendance.
more
Encouraging
student support is
definitely important, but
even more important is
encouraging support from
the community at large.
Stanford does not average
65,000 fans per game using
its student body alone.
The previous weekend
in Stockton, SJSU played
before nearly twice as
many fans as they did this
past week. The school,
Pacific, has a student
enrollment roughly onethird that of SJSU. The
city, Stockton, has roughly
one-third the populations of
San Jose. The team, UOP,
hasn’t won a league contest
all season.
And to put one last
argument to rest, don’t talk
about the severe competition for the Bay Area
sports entertainment
dollar. This past Saturday
the only competition came
from a Division II school
(Santa Clara) and a few
high schools. Stanford had
a bye, and California draws

Twenty years later,
Menendez has a team of
uniquely American flavor.
Only six of the 21 players on
the roster currently were
born outside the United
States.
"There still is a bias
American
against
that to have a winning

opener, the game wasn’t
.nearly as close as a 5-4
score would indicate. After
all, LA’s final goal came on
a power-play (the Earthquakes had a man in the
penalty box) with just
thirty seconds left in the
game.
Outdoor soccer is still
the main priority in the
NASI,.
The two teams with the
best record in last winter’s
first NASI, indoor league
were the Atlanta Chiefs
and the Memphis Rogues.
Both teams, when the
outdoor season rolled
around, finished in last
place in their respective
divisions.
The
Earthquakes
themselves won the
championship in their firstever NASL league back in
1975. They followed that
rousing success with an
outdoor season which saw
them place in the cellar of
the Western Division.
The Aztecs followed up
last year’s indoor campaign, in which they
compiled the league’s
worst record, with an
outdoor season which saw
them go all the way to the
conference championship
game.
Using these events as a
precedent, maybe the
Earthquakes really are
going to be in the running
for an indoor title.

players," Menendez said,
"Many colleges believe

their roster comprised of
players from the Nigerian

Menendez sees the
future of soccer lying in the
youth leagues.
"Middle
class
American families are
getting
involved,"
Menendez said. "The kids
like it, and the parents are
forced into it."

Stickers open title chase
this afternoon in Illinois
by Mary Apanasewicz
The women’s national
field hockey tournament
begins today with topseeded SJSU in a match
with Southern Illinois, the
host team, at noon (central
standard time) in Carbondale.
The betting odds are
with SJSU ( 15-1 ) to beat the
The
Salukis,
12-8-2
Southern Illinois team has
been winless in its last
seven games of the season.
"We have had a
problem scoring," said
sports information director
Mitch Parkinson, "and our
best player, Ellen Massey,
has been out for the last
two weeks."

SJSU coach Leta
Walter has certainly not
dismissed the possibility.
"All along they’ve been
wondering ’what will we do
without Pommy?’ Now
they know they can win.
"We’ll play our best for
every game," Walter said.
"There will be a lot of
outstanding teams competing against us. But
being seeded No, 1 is
certainly an advantage."

Menendez feels that
the middle class affluence and influence will
give more Americans
exposure to international
play.
"Outstanding players
under 19 from Isreal are
getting 60 or 70 international games in. We
may play a tour that involves six or seven
games."
With so many youths
becoming exposed to
soccer, and knowing the
game as well as baseball or
football, Menendez sees
soccer as growing
"because soccer doesn’t
compete for the same type
of athletes."
Menendez is a former
Golden Gloves boxing
champion in St. Louis and
Chicago,
and
fought
professionally for two
years. He continued in
boxing by coaching the
SJSU boxing team from
1954 to 1960, when the sport
was disbanded nationally
due to a boxer killed in a
match at Wisconsin in 1960.
"We had a great
boxing program at SJSU,"
Menendez said. "We won
more NCAA team titles and
individual
more
had
champions than any other
sport, including track."

"SJSU’s win against
Long Beach State was an
eye-opener for a lot of
people," Parkinson said.
-It underlined the true
strength of the team."
Parkinson said there is
a "very good" chance for
the No. 1 team in the nation
Penn State to meet SJSU in
the tourney finals. SJSU is
ranked No. 2 in the nation.
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SJSU will play one
Assuming SJSU stays game for each of the three
on the winning side of the days of the tournament
round-robin ladder, it will The title match is
play notable teams like scheduled for Saturday at
region VI champion St. noon, central standard
Louis University, William time.
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All the games will be
played on astroturf at
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The championship game
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Menendez is
stranger to success.

When you buy 1 or more
at the regular price

SJSU also lost its best
player, Pommy Macfarlane, when she tore the
ligaments in her knee
furing
the
regional
championship match with
Long Beach State.

Even without Macfarlane, the Lady Spartans
proved that they are
winners when they beat
Long Beach State to claim
the regional title.

Menendez’s career as a
boxing coach hit the peak
when he was the coach for
the 1960 Olympic team that
included
a
brash
heavyweight named
Cassius Clay, who later as
Muhammad Ali was to win
the world heavyweight
crown an unprecedented
three times.
"A good athlete, in any
sport, is persistent,"
Menendez said. "And
persistence usually pays
off with success."

coupoN
Good for 1 FREE ROSE

and Mary could be a strong
semi-final foe, three-time
nationals’ runner-up Ursinas and of course, Penn
State.

Macfarlane
had
surgery to repair the
damage, but she won’t be
playing hockey for at least
nine months, according to
team trainer Sue Anthony.

Menendez’s teams won
three straight NCAA team
titles, and had 17 individual
champions. Track had 13
individual champions and
one team title.

NO ENTRY FEE!
Fo, informant" contact Dennis Tang 275-9925
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’More to life than just football’

Byrd’s success on field and in class
by Jerry McDonald
Whether it has been
hitting opposing players on
the field or hitting the
books off it, by all standards Gill Byrd has been a
success.
The thickly-muscled, 510, 191 -pound sophomore
cornerback is considered a
pro prospect by Spartan
head coach Jack Elway
and defensive coordinator
Lon Troxel, but Byrd has
future visions of textbooks
and midterms, rather than
the NFL.
"I’m not leaving here
without my degree," Byrd
said.
He’ll get it. A business
major with aspirations of
becoming an accountant,
Byrd has maintained over
a "B" average at SJSU. He
was nominated by his
coaches for the Academic
All-America team, an
honor that thrills him to no
end.
"It’s a dream come
true," Byrd chirped. "It
helps to get away from that
stereotyped image that all
are
players
football
dumb."
Byrd enjoys the approach to football instituted by Elway at SJSU.
Players are expected to
perform in class. If they
don’t, they will hear about
it from the coach in their
area.
"That’s why I like it
here. They realize that
there is more to life than
just football," Byrd said.
"They’re interested in your
development as a person,
not just a football player."
But don’t let the
comments above indicate
that Byrd is not enthused or
effective when it comes to
football. Currently, former
Spartan secondary players
in the NFL are Louis
Wright, Gerald Small,
Duane O’Steen and Eric
Hurt. Byrd could be the
best yet.
"There might be as
good a cornerback in the
country," Elway said.
"But there is none better."
Byrd combines a knack
for knowing where the ball
is at all times with
tremendous hitting ability.
Of course his intelligence
doesn’t hurt either. He is
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association leader in interceptions with seven.
And when Gill Byrd hits, he
hits hard. His 46 unassisted
tackles are third high on
the team, which is rare for
a defensive back.
Prior to the start of the
season, there was no indication that Byrd would be
the player that he is. In his
freshman season of
eligibility, he earned a few
starts, but didn’t intercept
any passes.
Coaches
praised his intelligence and
hitting ability, but seemed
unsure whether he would
indeed become the player
he is.
"Going in, we knew
that he was intelligent, he
was a hitter, and that he’d

film of his play at Lowell.
He was told that he
couldn’t have a scholarship, but that he was
welcomed to walk on and
tryout.
"When I got here, I
came out and nobody knew
who I was," Byrd recalled.
"I talked to the coach who I
sent the film to and he said
he never remembered
talking to me. I had to bug
them for a few weeks until
they’d let me try out."
And when he did try
out, it was as a scout team
running back, running the
ball against the first team
defense behind the reserve
offensive line. Boxing
Roberto Duran with your
hands tied behind your
back would be about as fun.
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Cornerback Gill Byrd is a nominee for Academic All -America.
made progress in his
freshman year," Troxel
said. "But no, we didn’t
know he would be our finest
defensive player, which is
Just about what he is right
now."
Byrd was not goaloriented to start the
season.
"I didn’t really set any
goals. I just wanted to
minimize my mistakes
each week and I figured if I
could do that everything
else would fall into place."
Spartan coaches are
overjoyed with Byrd’s
play, and lavish with
praise. To say the least,
they are satisfied.
When talking to Byrd
you get the impression he is
the lowest scrub, not the
best player. He wouldn’t be
satisfied if he intercepted
five passes and made 29
tackles in a game.
"I’m always making
mistakes. I’ve never been
satisfied with any game
I’ve played," Byrd said. "I
criticize myself when I
make mistakes because it
makes me that much more
determined not to make the
same one again. The
Pacific game was my
worst of the year. Just ask
the coaches."
"It’s true, he didn’t
play well in the first half
against Pacific," agreed
Troxel. "But what he didn’t
tell us was that he was
weak with the flu. And in
the second half he came out
and made a big interception."
Byrd’s penchant for
self-criticism delights his
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

coaches.
"That’s where his
intelligence comes in,"
Troxel said. "He has the
foresight to see all his
abilities and what he needs
to do down the road to
improve, but he’s humble
enough to accept the
success that he’s had."
Troxel resists the
charge that Byrd might be
a sophomore flash.
"He just doesn’t show
you sophomore flashes of
brilliance," Troxel said.
"He has consistency and
has made the big play in
virtually every game he’s
played this year, whether
it’s with the big play or the
interception."
Perhaps Byrd’s ability
to accept his success so
well lies with his humble
beginnings as a Spartan.
He wasn’t recruited, and
walked on as a running
back from Lowell High
School in San Francisco.
Byrd contacted a coach
who’s name he no longer
can recall and who is no

longer associated with the
school, and sent him som.

The next season
however, Byrd switched to
defense when Elway and
his new assistants arrived
and has developed from
there.
Elway recalls one play
that sticks in his mind
when discussing Byrd. It
was an open field tackle
against Stanford’s Damn
Nelson. Tackling Nelson in
the open field is about as
easy as catching flies out of
the air with your fingers
tied together, but Elway
recalls:
"Gill faced him with no
one else around, took away
all his moves and delivered
a great hit," Elway said.
"What a play."

NAVY OFFICER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY
THE MOMENT YOU
GET THE STRIPES.
A lot of companies will offer you an important sounding title.
But how many offer you a really important job?
In the Navy, you get one as soon as you
earn your commission. A job with responsibility. A job that requires skill and leadership.
A job that’s more than just a job. because it’s
also an adventure.
If that’s the kind of job you’re looking
for, speak to your local recruiter!
Call Collect:
(415) 273-7377 (Oakland)
(408) 2 79-347 7 (San Jose)
(916) 383-5387 (Sacramento)

Harvey qualifies for nationals;
places 12th in region 8 finals
Although the SJSU cross country team
was not one of the three teams from
District 8 to qualify for the NCAA
Championships, it was not a total loss.
Dan Harvey, the Spartans’ top cross
country runner, qualified as an individual
for the NCAA’s, placing fourth among
runners from non-qualifying teams in
Saturday afternoon’s meet at the Stanford
golf course.
"Dan ran well," SJSU coach Marshall
Clark said. Clark mentioned that Harvey
had been sick in previous weeks and that
set him back.
The three teams from District 8 to
qualify for the NCAAs are UCLA, the
Pacific 10 champs, Arizona and Oregon.
The four individuals from nonqualifying teams were Brent Steiner from
Arizona in 30:46, Rod Berry of Stanford in

31:08, Tim Holmes of Fresno State in 31:15
and Harvey at 31:56.
The Pacific Coast Athletic Association
champs were UC-Irvine with a low score of
42. Fresno State was the second place
team with a score of 55. UC-Santa Barbara
(601, and Long Beach UO2) were the third
and fourth place teams respectively. SJSU
took fifth with a score of 106.
Holmes of Fresno State won the PCAA
individual crown. Harvey finished second
in the conference race.
The District 8 individual champ was
Ron Cornell of UCLA in the time of 30:26.5.
Other SJSU runners’ finish and conference placing were Jeff Shaver (19th
place, 32:51), Stan Ross (24th place,
33:21), Joe Salazar ( 29th, 33:42), Jose
Garcia (32nd, 33:55), Bret Bafferd ( 33rd,
33:58), and Chris Kadoch ( 40th, 35:361

Put yourself where
you’re needed

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
have a tradition of sharing their knowledgi.
and skills withithe people of developing
nations and here at home. They’re individuals who combine a special sense of
adventure with a desire to help other
people.
Your college degree OR appropriate
work background may qualify you for the
experience of your life. Our representative,
will be pleased to discuss with you the
many volunteer openings beginning in the
next 12 months.

Peace Corps
and VISTA
Experience
Guaranteed

ON CAMPUS NOW THROUGH FRIDAY
INFO. Stocipnt Lobby
IN T f-RV1FVVS

Seniors & grad students sign up
and pick up application pockets at
Career Planning ft Placement, phone 277-2816
See free Peace Corps film tomorrow,
12.30 p.m., Room 51, Business Tower
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Don’t Be A Devil
To Your Body
GO TO HEALTH!
\s

Student
Health
Service
is
here to help you stay well.
You con feel better by simply utilizing some of the
services available. The nutritionolist can help you trim down.
Allergies can be screened and cored for. Your body con be immunized. tested for sickle cell anemia, TB, hearing and vision
problems. Your body can be examined, diagnosed, x-rayed, and
treated for illness and injuries. Your brain con be enlightened
with information regarding CPR, family planning, testicular
cancer and health education in general. In addition, prescribed
inedication is available to all students at a lower than normal
price.
Health is ova, I obi e to stse Monday thru Thursday. ?:300.m. to 7 p.m.. and Fridays.
1,0i, 7 .300 os to 5 is. io Student Health Service is located on Ninth and Son Carlos
street, Si, it is r ’ that far to Health

277-3622

Neil Simon’s

SEEks IsEOD Taws

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A RAY STARK Production CHEVY CHASE GOLDIE HAWN CHARLES GRODIN
IN "NEIL SIMON’S SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES" A JAY SANDRICH FILM ROBERT GUILLAUME
music by MARVIN HAMLISCH Executive Producer ROGER M. ROTHSTEIN Production Designed by GENE CALLAHAN
salmi wpm insulti401 Director of Priolooaphy DAVID M. WALSH Wotten by NEIL SIMON ,..RASTAR
r;Y.
...yr et tomtit/ea.. Pei Produced by RAY STARK Directed by JAY SANDRICH

Coming This Christmas

hlov mbar 1 9

Dental students request
AS. money for speakers

Inflation causes increased
cost of book replacements
by Judy Larson

out of a magazine."

photocopier."

Whitlatch is convinced the mutiliations are
done by a small number of
people and is the same type
as
phenomenon
of
shoplifting.

Much of the expense of
replacing or repairing a
book is in staff time, according to Whitlatch.

Losing a SJSU library
book is an expensive experience.
As baffling as it may
seem, replacing a book at
the library costs more than
the original price of the
These people are
book and more than the psychologically prepared

If less than 20 pages or
taken, the library contacts
other libraries to get Xerox
copies of the missing

About 120 books a semester meet
a puddle of water or dogs teeth.
purchase price of the new when they walk through the
book.
door with a razor blade,"
Whitlatch said.
"We charge
the
If a book is checked out
student $5.85 for staff time
plus the price of the book," and mutilated, Whitlatch
access cAordinator Jo said the library sends the
Whitlatch said. "Besides, last borrower a bill.
most
the book usually costs more However,
because of inflation when mutiliations occur in the
library and are discovered
we replace it."
when a student or staff
Besides having to member removes the book
replace lost books, the from the book stacks.
library replaces and
Often the "guts" of a
repairs mutilated books.
book are taken and only the
About 120 books a
cover is returned to the
semester meet a puddle of
shelf. Expensive art prints
water, a dog’s teeth, or
and pictures are also
have pages and art ripped
or taken out with a razor taken, Whitlatch said.
blade.
"Mutilation is much
more
frequent
in
magazines," Whitlatch
said. "However, seldom is
more than one article taken

"We can’t run a police
state and look for the
person in the stacks who
may be mutilating a book,"
she said. "We try and
encourage people to use the

pages. These pages are
then glued into the book.
If too many pages are
missing or the book has
been destroyed by water or
by dog chewing, a new book
has to be purchased.
"Sometimes a book
can’t be replaced because
it is too old or out of print,"
Whitlatch said. "If the book
is just too expensive to
replace, sometimes we
decide not to replace it."
When an older book hss
to be replaced, a staff
member tries to locate a
reprint dealer willing to
reprint the book. The cost
is more than 10 cents a
page.
Unless the reprint
company thinks it can sell
a certain number of books,
it won’t reprint a book.

Antique book dealers
are also contacted if the
book is not available in
reprint.

by Stephen D. Stroth
The special allocations
committee
of
the
Associated Students board
of directors approved a
request Monday for $117 in
A.S. money from the SJSU
Pre-Dental Association.

the bins years later with a
note that says "I’m sorry."
Missing
magazine
articles are put on
microfilm, she said.
Whenever an instructor gives an assignment that requires heavy
use of one book, it would
help to put the book on
reserve, she said.
Although mutilation
increased rapidly between
1973 and 1978, it has now
leveled off, she added.
"I guess people can’t
afford to spend money and
they don’t think about the
library when they do it,"
Whitlatch said.

A 226-page reprint
book costs $27.20 plus $3 for
the binding and cover,
Whitlatch said.
Newer books are
purchased
from
publishers.
About
70
percent of the books
mutilated are still being
printed.
A person has never
admitted a mutilation
Whitlatch said, but stolen
books have been put into

their request go toward
feeding their guests and $17
go to general printing costs
for the club’s newsletter.
Both CUli way and
Cristal claimed that they
had paid for the courtesy
dinners of several speakers
the club had provided this
semester.
Because the group has
no other source of income
other than non-mandatory
donations by club members, committee member
Virgil Brown suggested the
group charge admission to
the speaking engagements
or require dues from club

The request has been
forwarded to the board
with the committee’s
approval and will be heard
again at the board’s
meeting today in the upper
level of the Student Union
at 3 p.m.
The committee is only
a recommending body of
the board. Final approval
for any allocation lies with
the board and SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.

Turkey Trot
sign-up at S. U.

The group will appeal
to the board for its approval during the special
allocations report today
which will be given by Fil.

Exciting career opportunities in
Retail Management
Our Executive Recruiter
will be on campus:

Since the speakers do
not receive a fee for their
time and effort, the group
requested AS. funds to
take their guests out to
dinner after each appearance.

DECEMBER 3rd

to interview Fall graduates for
the February 1981 training program

Pre -Dental
The
Association, which has
between 40 and 50 members on campus, plans to
provide its members and
interested students with a
series of guest speakers
who will discuss various
career opportunities and
dental methodology.

Sign-ups are still being taken for the Turkey Trot fun
run sponsored by A.S. Leisure Services and Budweiser.
Interested runners can sign up outside the S.U.
Amphitheater from 11:30 a.m. to 12:10 p.m. today. The
race begins at 12:15.
The 2.3 mile course begins at the amphitheater, goes
down E. San Antonio Street to 16th Street, to Williams
Street, around Williams Street Park and back.
Frozen turkeys, ducks or chickens will be awarded to
the first place winners. There are four winners
categories: men, women, staff and over 30.
"We’re trying to get tradition around this school,"
according to Bill Bucho, Leisure Services student administrative assistant.

members
AS. Controller Tom
Fil,
the
committee
chairman, said he hoped
that the group could find
some other sources of
income so that the survival
of the group would not
depend ou whether the A.S.
gave it money.
The newsletter is used
to announce activities for
pre-dental students, according to Conway.

If your interest is in
Merchandising, Buying or
Store Management,

then sign-up at the career planning
and placement center to discuss
the opport unities available at

Conway and club vice
president Les Cristal appeared before the committee asking that $100 of

NORTHERN

WANTED: Baseball saris, year.
books and world series programs,
autographs, statues, sports memo.
rebate QUICK CASH. - See Dr.
Lapin, Bus. Tower 163, or call 837.
0191.
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and save money. too.
Enroll now11 Information at A.S.
Office, or call 371.6811.
CAMPUS MINISTRY WORSHIP:
Protestant, S p.m. Sundays, Roman
Carbolic, 0 p.m. Sundays and
Episcopal, 6:30 p.m., first and Mord
Sundays at the Campus Christian
Center, 3005. 10th Street.
WEDDING photography in a price
range you can afford. $100 and up.
For beautiful pictures, call James at
358.1092.
IT MAKES SENSE
DIAL A SPIRITUAL THOUGHT -2691575 Church of the Chimes,
Reformed Church of America, 1447
S.J. Call 2644215.
Bryan Ave
Sunday services at 8:30 and 10:45
a.m. Sunday SC11001 at 9:30. a.m.
RECYCLE at Spartan Gardens, 7th
and Humboldt streets. Donations of
glass. newspapers, cardboard,
aluminum. tin, scrap metal and oil.
Open Wed.. 10-12, Sat and Sun, 10-4.
A.S. funded.
WE MAKE d easy to feel at home.
CORT FURNITURE RENTAL
4915 Stevens Creek Blvd., Santa
Clara, I block east of Lawrence
Expressway. Call 9844433. 10 per.
cent student discount (excluding
already discounted packages).
INTERNSHIP OP.
PARTTIME
PORTUNITY. A Santa Clara
professional Insurance services firm
is currently itry mak prt-time
interships. For addottonal information please call Mr. T.J.
Shiner at 14081 2445272. An Equal
Opportunoty Employer M/F.
10 SOMEWHATBIZARRE WAYS
TO MAKE 5300 THIS WEEKEND.
Send 12.00 to: Plato. 1204 Apollo Wy,
Mote 502, Sunnyvale, CA 140114.
ENGINEERS! Those who took E IT
exam 11/1/841, lets exchange info
Aqua -Sol. Call 4255211. leave
message.
RACQUETBALL PLAYERS: How
would you like to play for SJSU?
Male and female players needed for
league play Mat starts on Jan Call
Ian Dickson at 964-9117, or Steve
Kearns at 2S3-5750.
E TA PHI BETA SORORITY ’INC.
Fall rush, Wednesday, Nov. It. 7:10
Pro. on Mt S.U. Guadalupe Rolm.
For information, call 2181174.

p.

SKI CLUB
Beginners, don’t be shy. let’s learn
Gel free lessons from
together.
ski
to
I Sal.,
Me officers on a trip to B
your final
Aspenifes,
Nor. 22.
payment Is due by Nov 25, 7:30 P...
on the A.S. Ballroom. Assure spot
Ion Me Squaw trip. Sign UM begin OP
Monday. Noy. 17. Fur more in
formation, call Mike at 923.2634.
PRAY FOR SNOW

Automotive
71 DUSTER EON, sharp. New
interior ArT , AM/FM c ttttt te. PS.
PIS Must see Call 776 046 between
sanded m

For Sale
BEER MAKING. In oust 3 weeks,
you will be drinking import.type
beer for hall the price of Coors. We
woll insure your success! Kit, $29.95.
Call BMA at 288-6647.
COLORFUL COASTERS
Imported from Germany. What was
a collectors item from the restaurants and pubs of Germany for
many a traveller, can now be yours.
Great tor parties, and practical
around the home. Eight for 51.43 (in
dudes lax and shipping). Send cash
or check to: German Imports, Inc.,
P.O. Box 2294, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.
VIVITAR 200M 70.150mm wimicro
Ile 3 months old. 5145 w/free skylight Mier. Call Fred at 294.8106
after 4 p.m.
SOLIGOR "Zoom/Macro" 28-80mm
F 3.5-4.5 (lens for MINOLTA). Ex
cellent cond. Paid 1450, sell $350.
Call 277.8114, eves.

Help Wanted
TIME
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Monday.Froday evenings and
Saturday mornings. Telephone
sales. Easy way to earn full-tome
money Most representatives earn
$417 per hour. Guaranteed salary
and bonus. For interview, call Mr.
Burns at 184-7151.
disabled
to
COMPANIONS
children/adults. 53.35 per hour to
Start. Training provided. Flemble
hours. Over 111. Also hiring Spanish
bilingual. Call the Community
Association for Me Retarded at OW
00110,9642259.
A VERY good possibility to make
640,000 or more a year on apart time
basis woth good opportunitoes. Call
298-210$ after 5p.m.
PROCESS SERVERS: Over It own
car.
U.S.
citoten.
14/per service and
openongs.Pay
up. I will train you. For Information,
call 279.2911.
ATTENTION ARTISTS
Scratch board talents can provide a
unique earning opportunity Contact
Btchery Artworks, Inc., at 374.4711.
Part or full
ATHLETIC SALES
trine help wanted. Earn from $15010
4200 per week. Hre 4-9 p.m. Mon
Fri Call Jerry at 2,5.1160.
HELP SELF
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
RECEIVE UP TO$00/M0
HYLAND PLASMA CENTER
355. ALMADEN AVE.
FOR INFORMATION
AND APPOINTMENT
CALL 2944536
CRUISESMIPS
Club Med ttttt nean sailong exSports in
Pedittons!
strutters, olloce personnel, coon
Europe, Caribbean.
selors.
Worldwide! Summer. Careers. Send
55.15, plus .75 Unctions, for &Palmation, openings gu ode, IB
CRUISEWORLD 20, Box 60129.
Sacramento, CA 95060. or
CR UISEWORLD 20, 2535 Watt Ave.,
Sacramento, CA 11181.
Illuiter11, part.
HELP WANTED
tome. 2S: 4 days/wk. 9.5; 1 day/w11.
Clerical. $3.25/hr. Call 1011.07117

OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or year
round. Europe, South Ameroca
Australia, Asia. All fields. $500 to
$1,200 monthly. Sightseeing. For
free information. write) IJC, Box 52.
CAN, Corona Del Mar. CA 92625.
WORK 1.1 w/developmentally
disabled in home. Flexible hours.
Possible credit. Car necessary.
Start, $3.85, plus mileage. After 4
months, $4.28. We tram. Call 7275570.
WAREHOUSE
ASSISTANT:
Russell’s Furniture. 20 to 30 hours
per week. Days, evenings add
weekends. Call Mr. Ted at 263-2344.
or apply in person at 150 E. Trimble
Rd. at Forst St., San Jose.

/OMNI

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
FOREVER. SPECIALIST, CONFIDENTIAL. 335 S. BAYWOOD
AVE., SAN JOSE. CALL 147.7484,

TERM PAPERS/THESES typed. $1
per page. IBM Selectr ic with various
typo balls. Call V. Norris at 227-1035.

SIGMA CHI: Good luck to you and
your pledges during I week!
GREGG: Ws almost marl I mist
you! Call me! IWTSTROMLWYI I
love you! YFFAW, Jeanine.

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY Renee Towers,
registered electrologist. S. Bascom
and Stokes St. Doctor and personal
referrals, by appt. only. Call 295.
5911.

B.J. I lost your phone number. Call
Ride A.S.A.P. at 264-7243.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Home Economics Bldg.
Gerontology Center

DEAR GAIL! Any more Mahler
jokes and my notes will be appearing here instead of in your
locker. Have .nice day! Love, Brad.

Stereo

Claudia H. Someone at Kappa Delta
thinking of you and wishing you a
beautiful day! Love in AOT, "Secret
friend."

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
The walest selectman of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. We are
starting out our fifth year as SJSU’s
complete consumer electronics
buying service with 250 brands of
audio, video, tape and accessories.
For quotes, information or sound
advice, call 255-5550. Monday thru
Thursday betweem 9 a.m. and 5
p.m., or Friday thru Sunday bet.
ween 10 a.m. and 10 p.m., and ask
for Ken.

Housing

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB:
Beautiful building, courtyard, grand
piano, fireplace and kitchen. Linen
and man’ service. 150 to $75 weekly.
301 S. llth. For more information,
come 10 122 N. 0th, or call 99110223.
2 ELKS from SJSU. Female to share
furnished 2 berm apt. 514$ per
month. Nice, studious. Call 2944108
mornings ell, evenings S.12.
1 BDRM. furn. apt. Clean. quiet,
pard.
good secur oty All
1265/mo., and deposit. 1 blocks from
SJSU. Non.smoker, Call 2114622.
MENT MANAGER. Mar.
reed couple, Spanish helpful. Light
work, close to SJSU. Call 297.4306.
ROOM FOR RENT: Private bath
and kitchen privileges. Close to bus
lines, 15 minutes from SJSU. For
eign students welcome. Call 217.
1106. or leave message al 250-0423.
FURNISHED I 1112RM. apt, for rent.
3 blks from campus. Well’
maintained building. Rent S295/mo,
with lots of extras. Call 2944332 or
291-5419 eves.

Services
LOOKING for a wedding
photographer? Your wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulson
are expressions of love soft, elegant
and universally understood. For the
finest award winning photography,
231111.
call John L
MOVING AND HAULING. Have
large truck available for all sorts of
PAS. Call Roy at 290-0917.

Travel

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER:
Roman Catholic and Protestant
campus ministries offer religious
services, study groups, social events
and counseling at 300 S. 10th St. Call
291.0204. Fr. Dan Derry, Sr.. Joan
Pamlla, Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev.
Rev. Peter
Norb Firithber,
Koopman.

NEW YEAR
IN HAWAII

A GRADUATE and a nice guy would
like to meet a 141. Perri, (MO 593
SW.

TYPING. Theses, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Reasonable
rates. Call 269-8674.
TYPING: Experienced secretary
types all. LOW CUL accurate, last,
high quality. Call Pam at 247 2681.
eves.
It,
Prompt,
TYPING,
professional. Reports, term papers,
manuscripts. Call Donna’s Typing
Service at 2974616.

ALL TYPING: Fast, professional,
accurate. Set. II. Theses and term
Papers a specialty. Reports,
manuals. resumes, elc.
Eastridge Area’ 2594003

TYPING: Fast, accurate and
professional. Deadlines guaranteed.
Low rates. Call Jan at 265.1536.
BEST PRICES
BEST MACHINE
BEST TYPIST
68 N. 3R D., No.823
287-4155 AFTER 2

EASYTY PE TYPING SERVICE,
Reports, theses, term papers. Fast
and accurate. Call 249.0412.

17A:-\\
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like to help you
get started in the

your ad, enclose cash
or check for the
full amount and stuff ’em
in the slot. It’s that
simple. And no credit
references necessary
Bye Kids!

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Print Your Ad Here:
appromnoiel, 30 letters and sea, en for ea, E

9 70

$ 70

Mini neon.
Address
t’dy

Encioled

15

5

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

5 knee 1 30 00
t h..*

CIaroloceron

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

277-3175

Announcements

Help Wooled

Paranoid.

Automotive

lemming
too end Found

Soos s

For Sale

Ow.

Three Lift. One Day
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EXPERIENCED
TYPIST!
Resumes, term papers, etc.
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 130-1914.

Ed har har, your

Each
yaldi
thirW
day

Frye
An.
14.20

TYPING THAT’S TOPS!
Term papers. resumes, them.
Experienced. Call Tony 11 296-2047.

Automated Classified
Ad Teller id

(Effective: Fall 1980)
Four
der.
$400

PROFESSIONAL typing. Es
permitted, reasonable rates. Call
Jeannie at 274.1975.

louse, just fill out

Count

Mao
days
03.85

TECHNICAL TYPING. Diner..
taboos, reports, by Stanford
Unryersity secretary in my San Jose
home. Very close to SJSU. Call Pat
01 497-3311 days, or 297.1/31 mos.

the forms describing

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Two
days

TYPING SERVICE: Special studek
offer of SI per page thru II/30/10.
Fast, accurate and professional.
Minutes
irom
campus. Call
IC EY WACO( ERS at 2724525 tor
details.

PROFESSIONAL work, my home.
Reasonable, IBM Selectric. Call
Donna at 791 0616

I.

One
day

TYPING,
COPYING,
FREE
BINDER: Term papers, thesis,
protects. Fast. Scents a line, poca,
cents a line, elite. IBM copying, 44
cents. Turanian Campbell. IS yrs
exp. Proofread,
teed. Call
Judy Riley at 14151"7/74329
(Fremont).

ad world. I’m easy

STUDENT TRAVEL
Our services cost you nothong extra
We specialize in international and
domestic flights. TRIP AND
TRAVEL PLANNING COMPANY.
444 E. Wiliam St. 110th and Wm.).
San Jose, CA 95112. Open 7 days a
week. Hours: Mon., 91; rues to F. .
94; Sat., 1.5; Sun, noon -5. Call 11081
2921013

FLYING LESSONS
Learn how to fly through local flying
club. Instruction for 50/M, ISO for
$16/11r, and 152 for $20/hr. Call David
at 494 6110.

MICHAEL CHARLES:Call Kelly
A.S.A.P. at (7141 1111-0148.
ATHLETES:Your nutrition is as
Ca II J.D.
important as your mu,
at 14151 967 6082 for free nutritional
CerlSultellen. Leave your ahem)
number.

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
TYPING: 291-7759
MI N. SEVENTH ST.
SAN JOSE, CA

TYPING. ACCURACY, NEATNESS
and DEADLINES GUARANTEED.
Experienced on masters, reports and
dissertations. Approved by SJSU
Grad. Office, IBM Sel. II. Call Janet
at 227-9525.

$31900
Jan. 611
Jan. 5-11
13131 00
Jan. 5-12
5399.00
Includes air, hotel. transfers
444 E. William
San Jose. CA 95112
One blk, south of campus
Open 7 days a week
Call 292-1413

SCHOOL of Ballet Arts: Ballet in.
struction for all ages and levels.
Personahred and detarled in
%Ruction in new location at MN
Lincoln Ave Call 186-6118 or PM
2416

I WOULD like to find a trustworthy
woman companion to share my
apartment. I am a cerebral palsied
man with a voice defect. Free rent.
Call 291-2308 after Sp.m.

CLEANING. Dental
FREE
care Includes orthodontics. Op
tometry also included. Over 400
dental offices. 515 per year mem
bership lee CII Professional Dental
Services at 448 4410 or 795 7170

TYPING: 20 Yeailsi experience. All
formats. Accuracy, neatness,
deadlines guaranteed. IBM Corr.
Sel. II. So. 5.7/156ssom Hill area.
Call Kathie at 57e1216 from 9 a.m. to
p.m

HI KIDS

’ Personals

SPECIAL WITH THIS AD
NANTELLE ELECTROLYSIS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY BY DIANE
206 N. BASCOM 594-4499

PROFESSIONAL TYPING: Theses,
term papers. projects, etc. IBM
Correcting II. Call Cynthia at 24/8433 (Santa Clara), or Mary at 1652261 (Mt. View).

ryping

TYPING: One letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or resumes.
Quality work at reasonable prices.
Call
THE
EXECUTIVE’S
ASSISTANT at 21101148.

IS

ROOM FOR RENT to a studious
female student. Nice house in
Milpitas. $170 per month, including
titilities and phone. Call 263.1230.

ci
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CHUCK BECKUM
OH YOU FOOL! THAT
MEANS WE’RE &cNNA
HAVE 70 RJT ’EM
BOTH IN CEMENT
OVERSHOES.’

EXCUSE ME J.R, BUT
THAT’S CONCRETE
OvERSHOE5. YOU
SEE, CEMENT 15 JU5
A GUJE THAT...

NO NEED TO GET
PICKY I I KNEW
WHAT HE MEANT!

I

lir

Maritime history conference
draws 150 to SJSU campus
About 150 persons
including historians from
Canada and the East Coast
gathered at San Jose State
University Friday and
Saturday to explore the
depths of maritime history.
The ’’Maritime History
Conference," said to be the
first of its kind on the West
Coast, brought the chief
archivist of the United

States, Robert M. Warner,
to the SJSU campus.
The conference opened
Friday night with a
banquet and two slide
lectures.
discussed
Topics
during the first session
included "A Raid on the
Federal Judiciary during
the Civil War: Judge
Ogden Hoffman and the

Chapman Privateers,"
"Building the West Coast
and
Fleet,"
Lumber
"Moving an Army by Sea."
Timothy Sarbaugh, an
SJSU history graduate
student, presented a paper
titled "San Francisco Irish
in the Dockworkers Union,
1900-1915."
In the paper Sarbaugh
discredits the myth that
Peter Christopher York
was a champion of labor
and a partisan.
In another paper, Col.
William F. Strobridge, of
the U.S. Army Center of
Military History discussed
"The California Transport:
Moving an Army by Sea,"
dealing with the problems
the army faced sending
troops to the Pacific Caost.
During the second
section there were two
slide presentations as well
as other papers.
James Delgado of the
National Park Service
presented a slide show on
"The Buried _Gold Rush
Fleet of San Francisco."
In the presentation he
said many of the ships that
brought settlers to the West
had been buried un-

derneath parts of San
Francisco.
He said that one ship is
buried below California
Street and that thre are
others known to be below
buildings in San Francisco.
Warner addressed the
conference during the third
section.
He said that the
national archives have two
major responsibilities first
to restore government
articles and second to
make them available to the
public.
He said that only about
one percent of all government documents were
preserved and it created a
dilemma.
"It’s impossible to
know or predict which facts
will be needed by future
historians or people,"
Warner said. "We preserve
n hat interests us."
He said that the
National Archives has over
three million pieces of
material, including 81
million feet of motion
picture film and 72
thousand sound recordings
including the "Nixon
tapes."

..spartaguide
Terry
Prof.
Christensen will speak on
Economic Democracy in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room
at noon. The event is being
sponsored by the Campaign for Economic
Democracy. For information. call Kathy at
297-0754.
AIESEC, the international organization
will hold a meeting and
elections today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room at 5:30.
For information, call 2773458 or contact BC 316.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will have a
group meeting tomorrow at
7 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. For
information. call Jeff or

Fred at 292-2282.

Department, BT 450.

200. The winning group will
receive $25. For information, call Marilyn at
277-3065.

School of Education
Athletic
Men’s
brown bag series will host Department will have a
Dr. Leonard Espinosa and Coors Spartan Yellfest
Dr. Robert Ramonda, who Saturday at 7:30p.m. at the
Gay Student Union is
will be discussing the SJSU SJSU vs. Utah State having
a
potluck
Marianas Project teacher football game. Sign-ups are Thanksgiving dinner in the
training
program being taken for the contest S.U. Guadalupe Room
tomorrow from 12 to 1:30 in the Men’s Gym, room tomorrow at 8 p.m.
p.m. in Sweeney Hall, room
TED STUDENTS
120. For information, call JOSE STATE UNPINKSAMITY
Gertrude Welch at 277-2628.
Pi Sigma Alpha, the
Political Science Club, will
present "Summer Internships in Washington,
D.C." with Warren Quann,
director for the U.C.
Berkeley Program. The
meeting will be held
tomorrow in BC 217 at 12:30
p.m. For information, call
Political Science
the

sc’’)
tv’f

CREATIVITY
Academy
of Art
College
llIuttat to
Interior tleign
Adverte,ing
Graphic
Photograoh
Fine Art
Drawing, Painting
Sculpture. Printmakingi

540 Powell St.
San Francisco
CA 94108
673-4200

New position is proposed
to fight enrollment drop
by Dan Martin
Creating an associate vice-president position in
charge of recruiting and retaining students is the major
recommendation of a task force which studied how to
combat declining enrollments.
The Student Recruitment and Retention Task Force,
which met last spring, recommended the new position in a
recently released report.
The group said the new position is essential to coordinate all programs and services intended to recruit and
retain students.
San Jose State University is suffering from a problem
of declining enrollments. This semester’s figures for fulltime equivalent FTE I students showed a decline of
between 300 and 400 students. If the declining continues,
the university’s budget will shrink.
San Jose State University President Gail Fullerton
predicted next fall’s enrollment figures will remain
around 18,000 FIR students, the same as this year.

The committees would cooperate with the university
to familiarize students with the campus and its programs.
Despite the committee’s recommendation for a new
position, Fullerton said that such a position is
"unavailable."
However, she said a program for recruitment and
retention could be handled by the dean of Undergraduate
Studies, Bret Melendy.
She also noted that a new affirmative action positon
has been formed which could work toward recruitment
goals.
The committee also recommended the executive vicepresident should publish an annual report reviewing the
university’s steps to ensure student safety.
Fullerton noted the university had taken action in this
area by obtaining state funding for additional campus
security phones and other surveillance devices.
The university is now working with the city to solve
crime problems in the surrounding university area, she
FTE students are students enrolled in 15 or more said.
units.
The university has also begun seeking federal funds to
She said California State University, Los Angeles, buy houses on Seventh Street which could be turned into
and
that
all
the
other
was down 5 percent in enrollments
fraternities and sororities, according to Fullerton.
campuses in the CSUC system are turning students away.
"One of the biggest challenges the university must
"While we are fighting to recruit the retain students, face," said the task force report, involves image
our sister campuses are turning students away," she said. promotion.
The task force also listed eight additional areas in
It recommended a strengthening of the university’s
which the university needs to focus its attention, ranging Alumni Association, which could serve as a source in
to
efforts
to
stabilize
crime
in
the
from image promotion
image building and revenue recruitment.
surrounding area.
The group also recommended more off-campus
In addition to the request that the university create a course offerings, where large groups of potential students
new position, the group suggested the creation of advisory gather, and more college courses by newspapers.
committees between SJSU and high schools and comFaculty members, the task force report said, should
munity colleges.
also be involved in recruiting students for their departments.

SJSU offers
social course
in technology

jIa imperial
WE SERVE:

BEEF BURRITOS
PORK BURRITOS
CHICKEN BURRITOS

REGULAR

$1.20

SUPER

$2.25

Understanding and coping with the rapid advancements in technology is one of the main purposes of a
new course that will be offered this spring.

SALAD BAR NO EXTRA CHARGE
BUY ONE BURRITO GET ONE FREE
PLATTERS $3.00

Technology and Civilization Industrial Studies 198 is
a new general education elective course that will analyze
the impact of technology on society and will develop individual methods for dealing with technological change.
The 3-unit class will meet Wednesday nights from 4:30
to 7:30 p.m. There are no pre-requisites.

CHILE RELLENO

Course instructor Linda Markert said she hopes the
class will someday be a G.E. requirement.
"We don’t have the choice of whether or not to live
with technology," Markert said. "it’s important that we
learn to understand it."

ENCHILADAS: BEEF, CHEESE, CHICKEN
TAMALES
ALL PLATTERS INCLUDE RICE Et BEANS
297-0338

457 E. SAN CARLOS
(NEAR KINKOS)

la imperial

YOUR LAST 2 YEARS OF COLLEGE
COULD BE YOUR FIRST
2 YEARS OF MANAGEMENT.
[he Army ROTC
2-year program trains you
to become an officer for a
modern organization
today’s Army which also
includes the Army Reserve
and Army National Guard.
An officer who is not
’ only a leader of men, but a
manager of money and
materials as well.
That’s why one of the
things you’ll learn in our
2-year program is management training skills.
Your training will start
the summer after your
sophomore year by attending a six-week Army ROTC
Basic Camp.
You’ll earn over $400
for attending Basic Camp.
And up to $1,000 for each
of your last 2 years
of college.
But the most rewarding part is you’ll graduate
with both a college degree
and a commission. And
become a member of the
Army management team.

ARMY ROTC.

LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.

The ROTC Basic Camp will oiler you a
shimse to see if a commission as on o9ktir
is something you would like to hove Come
to tite third floor of hiacCluarrie Hall and see

Name

our 70 min movie on the camp. There is ab
solutely nc military obligation incurred by
attending the Bask Camp. Check it out to.

Addresc
State

19H,,

For more information
call: 277-2986 or come
to 310 MacQuarrie
Hall.

Please send me your catalog.

City

19

Zip

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

day

